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Adagio e rubato $\frac{\text{b} = 110}{\text{no}}$

Clarinet in Bb

SATB

Piano

You never lived to see,
what you gave to

In fields of sacrifice,
he-roses paid the

Aah__________ aah____

me.

Your shining dream of hope and love.
Life and li-ber-ty. With a

Young men who died for old men's wars, gone to pa-ra-dise.

We are

One dream of hope and love Aah

Young died for old men's war Aah

---
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Cl.

SATB

Pno.
host of brave unknown soldiers for your company, you will live for
all one great band of brothers and one day you'll see we can live to

Here in our memory.
When all the world is free.